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Research Briefing | Global 

Real estate looks solid despite inflation and rate risks  

 Despite rising inflation and the threats that interest rate hikes pose to real 

estate, we have maintained our global all-property total return forecast for 2022 

at 7.9% and for 2023 at 7.1%.  

 While the expected pace of monetary policy tightening has quickened recently, 

we think rate hikes will be front-loaded and terminal interest rates remain 

unchanged. We have thus mostly held to our forecast of a medium-term 

repricing. However, should terminal interest rates or bond yields shift materially 

higher, this would pose a significant risk to CRE and weaken medium-term 

returns. 

 Factors that support our view of real estate’s healthy near-term outlook include: 

improving occupier fundamentals across key property sectors; strong investor 

demand that continues to support pricing levels; economic growth well above 

trend levels; and healthy corporate earnings. 

 Our view remains that real estate can normally act as a hedge against inflation, 

but not this kind of inflation – and, we would add, not this degree of inflation. 

That said, we believe that nominal returns will remain strong over the near term, 

though real returns in advanced economies will be squeezed.  
 

This month we have raised our global CPI inflation forecast sharply. We now expect 

inflation to average 5.2% in 2022, well above our forecast a month ago and notably higher 

than last year’s 4.3%. Inflation is temporarily higher than central bank targets in several 

advanced economies, but the fundamentals underlying commercial real estate remain 

overwhelmingly positive. While cause for worry remains relatively low, the chances of a 

higher inflation regime have increased and as such, it is helpful to analyse the key 

underlying transmission mechanisms of inflation to commercial real estate performance 

and their current state. Namely, interest rates, real wages and corporate earnings. 

 

 

While global inflation remains 
below its 2008 peak, inflation 
in some advanced economies 
is expected to reach its highest 
level since the 1980s. Thus, 
pressure on central banks to 
tighten monetary policy will 
continue even as inflation 
slows from Q2. 

Figure 1: Stubbornly 

high inflation will 

keep pressure on 

central banks 

through most of 

2022 
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Interest rates: While we expect the key central banks (the 

Federal Reserve) to begin the tightening cycle imminently, 

others (the Bank of England) have already begun the 

process. Our expectation is that hikes are likely to be front 

loaded across the near-term forecast period (Figure 2), with 

marginal to no change in the terminal interest rate. While 

rising rates will reduce CRE yield spreads and raise the cost 

of capital, our forecasts currently are not for sharp and 

sustained increases in the terminal rate. Moreover, the 

current wave of capital chasing CRE should help sustain 

investor interest levels. Limited change in the terminal 

interest rate means we do not need to bring forward the 

expected medium-term repricing. That said, a quicker 

retrenchment by central banks or a higher terminal interest 

rate poses a risk to bond yields and, consequently, CRE. 

This topic will be explored in a future research briefing. 

Real wages: As the squeeze on household finances 

intensifies in key economies, real disposable income levels 

are deteriorating. Real estate sectors directly linked to 

consumption (retail and hospitality and leisure) now look 

exposed; meanwhile, residential rental growth could slow, as 

landlords struggle to readily pass on costs – though much 

will depend on labour market wage response, where we 

have seen instances of a solid pay rebound. 

Corporate earnings: As a proxy for business health, 

earnings are still robust (Figure 3), but have weakened in 

recent quarters – specifically, operating margins have 

hardened, suggesting a limit to how much companies can 

pass along higher costs to consumers.  

Of course, leases can provide marginal insulation from these 

transmission mechanisms. If the lease is linked to inflation, 

this will help protect investors – at least until the lease break 

or expiry, when market rents will prevail. In this case, we 

prefer sectors or geographies where there are structural 

market imbalances supporting market rent growth (such as 

urban logistics, select residential in high demand cities, and 

offices in strong tech and life science locations).  

Overall, conditions for strong real estate performance 

remain. Corporate and consumer balance sheets look well 

positioned with little distress evident, while economic growth 

looks capable of supporting rental growth. Moreover, 

investor demand continues to support property valuations 

which still benefit from historically high-risk premiums. All 

said, near-term nominal returns are set to remain strong 

(Figure 4), but real returns will be squeezed.
 

Figure 3: Earnings per share across key metrics 

remain robust 

Figure 2: Interest rate hikes have been brought 

forward. However, long-term expectations hold 
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Figure 4: Returns are on track for several more 

solid years of growth 
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